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ABSTRACT
Institutions that offer online learning are mostly embracing objective and multiple choicebased questions as a quick
and efficient way of assessing learners. In this paper a desksurvey was carried out to investigate the existing
objective and multiple choice questions inE-Learning tools databases and identify gaps in them; Focusing on the
questions’ Ageingnessand Newness. By Ageingness we mean the time the question stays in the database with
orwithout change and Newness meaning the rate of changing/making changes in the questionin the database.
Literature about different E-Learning management tools was analysed to findout how Ageingness and Newness of
objective/multiple choice questions in the databases ismonitored. Several gaps were identified and these include the
inability to monitor the timethat objective or multiple choice questions spend in the database since the database was
created without getting changed, the rate of changing the words within the questions as wellas the rate of question
usage in the set examinations among others. It was discovered thathardly do these E-Learning tools monitor and
report the levels of questions Ageingness andNewness to the users. This situation has highly encouraged cram work
by the learners andlaziness among tutors who use the E-Learning tools that depend on objective and multiplechoice
questions for examination purposes.
Key words: Ageingness and Newness, E-Learning, Objective and Multiple choice questions

The reasons for the increasing interest in virtual
education distil down to the achievement of one or more
of three basic objectives: one, to increase access to
learning opportunities by enhancing the flexibility of
delivery modes or by eliminating geographic barriers to
participation; two, to enhance the quality of the learning
experience in terms of content or pedagogy; and three,
to enhance institutional efficiency by reducing costs,
increasing productivity or increasing market share [2].

1 INTRODUCTION
In the wake of the 20th Century, therehas been a
paradigm shift in learningwithin higher education
institutions towardsstudent-centered learning [7].
According tothe researchers in [6] e-learning is
describedas the use of technology to support
andenhance learning practice. Consequently,the
adoption of e-learning technologies hasimpacted on the
planning,
learning
design,management
and
administration of the learning process and delivery of
learning contentto the students thereby promoting
blended e-learning.

According to the article [1] an E-learning tool/Course
Management System(CMS)is a web-based system with
a database backend. A CMS assists lecturers in
obtaining resources on the web for students and to
facilitate the management of course activities and tasks.
Some of the common closed e-learning systems
available are WebBoard, WebCT, and Blackboard.

Learning is one of the crucial fields of activitythat have
benefited from exponential technological development.
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From the open source they are: MOODLE, and
Sakaiebbased course management systems are:
accessibility of course resources to students,timely
communication between lecturers andtrainees and
reduce paper usage (paperlesssystems)

Course management
The system is highly flexible and doesn’t necessitate
any programming skills from its potential users. Thus,
teachers can add, delete and update their course
materials at any moment through the web.
Questions-Bank database
The system allows the schools to create a QuestionsBank database that stores the previous examinations, the
model answers, the reviews and useful exercises for
each course.
System overview
The system interface is entirely web-based and doesn’t
necessitate any technical skills from the potential users.
The system is divided into three applications, called
administrator, teacher and student application. As
shown in Fig.1.1 below, the system is appropriate for
on-campus teaching, with access to the Internet, or offcampus teaching using the local network.

Objective questions consist of factual questions
requiring extremely short answers that can be quickly
and unambiguously scored by anyone with an answer
key, thus minimizing subjective judgments by both the
person taking the test and the person scoring it.
Multiple choice questions are a form of assessment in
which respondents are asked to select the best possible
answer (or answers) out of the choices from a list [1].
2 Related Work
In this section we reviewed literature related to elearning objective and multiple choice based
questioning in e-learning toolsdatabases
2.1 Web-based “QuestionsBank” System to Improve
E-Learning Education in Qatari School
In this research [3] the researchers focused n a web
based “questions-bank” system,which can be used with
any school coursesand may save hours in examinations
andquizzes preparation and correction, as wellas may
save resources like, photocopying anddistributing the
examinations papers, locations of these examinations,
teachers andassistants. The system proposed has the
following functionalities and features:
Knowledge evaluation
Students can evaluate their understandinglevels and
teachers can track the activities oftheir students and can
guide them to reachthe pre-determined objectives of the
courses.
Examinations generation
Teachers can store many types of questionslike multiple
choices, true/false and fill inthe blanks. The system uses
an intelligentalgorithm to generate balanced exam
sheet,that
containing
different
types
of
questions,covering the entire curriculum and
displayinggradually from easiness to difficulty.
Exam grading
Quizzes and exam can be marked automatically by the
system. Thus, students can getinstantly their marks in a
given quiz immediately after submitting their responses
andsee also the corrected answers.
Communication
The system has a communication tool thatallows
students and teachers to interact together and discuss
their activities.

Figure 1: System overview (source [3])
The administrator application;This application
provides the school administrator with simple tools to
manage the information of the Questions-Bank system.
Thefollowing are some features provided by
theadministrator application:
(i) Activate/Inactivate the system
(ii) Import and Export the questions-bank database
(iii) Send automatic email immediately containing the
new password whenever theuser changes his/her
password
(iv) Administer the basic information of the system such
as: Levels data, subjects or courses data, classes’ data,
teacher’s data and students’ data
The teacher application; This application provides the
teachers withvarious tools to construct the system
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services.The following are some features provided
bythe teacher application:
(i) Change account password
(ii) Manage (add, update, delete and display) all the
system services (reviews, exam questions, quizzes,
previous examinations and model answers)
The student application; This application provides the
students withinteractive tools to use the services of
thesystem. The following are some features provided by
the student application:

(i) Change account password
(ii) Download assignments, revision documents,
previous examinations and other files that are uploaded
by the teachers
(iii)
Take
web-based
quizzes,
examinations,assignments, interactive tutorials and
reviews
Database design; The researchers in [3] specify that
MicrosoftSQL Server database was the database
management
system
used
for
the
system.
Theimplementation of the database was developed and
modified many times to be applicable with the system
requirement.
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Figure 2: The basic Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD)(source [3]
The Database Management System stores the subjects Exam question service; This service allows the
in each school level, the reviews, the previous teachers to give alarge dataset of questions to the
examinations, the examinations, the quizzes, the student students.
gradesand the basic information of the administrator, The two operations associates with this service are
teacher and student. They chose the entity-relationship postQuestion and updateQuestion. Teacher can post any
model to represent thedatabase design [4] The Figure question of any of the specified subject. The questions
above showsthe basic entity-relationship diagram, are of multiple choice type (MCQ)each question is
thatcontains the main tables used for creatingthe followed by 4 options. Only one of the options is
Questions Bank database.
correct. The answer is also provided along with the
question. The teacher can also update the question if the
Conclusion
It has been noted that among the responsibilities of the requirements specify. The student at any time can view
administrator managing the question bank system it’s the entire set of questions provided for any course
not stipulated that there is any kind of monitoring of the available in the system.
ageingnessand newness of questions in the database. Question service; The service provides two operations
Therefore there is need to develop a model for checking namelysubmitQuestion
and
answerQuestion.
ageingness and newness of objective and multi choice submitQuestion allows the student to post theirqueries
about any subject or course which isprovided by our Ebased questions in such an e-learning tool
Learning system. Eachquestion post is associated with
2.2 E-Learning System UsingService Oriented the dateof questioning and the name of the
Architecture (SOA)
studentraising
the
question.
Similarly,
the
The researchers in [10] focused on implementation of e- secondoperation answerQuestion allows any teacheror
Learning system using Service Oriented Architecture any other student logged into the systemto answer the
uses services; login service, question service, scrap question. Each question canbe given numerous answers.
service, uploadservice, remove service, exam service, Answers are alsoassociated with the date of the
coursemanage service, exam question service.
answering andthe user who gave it.
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Figure 3: Functional Decomposition Diagram (source [10])
The system provides administrative services,faculty
services and student services. Thesystem provides
numerous numbers of features for students as well as for
the faculty.Along with scrap sending feature, the
systemalso provides Chat feature for communication
between students and faculty. The ELearning system
which was built acted as aninteractive media between
the teachers andthe students. The system acts as a
forumwhere transfer of knowledge takes place [10].
Conclusion
The architecture allows the teachers to givea large
dataset of questions to the students.This operation is
associated
with
being
ablepostQuestion
and
updateQuestion. On theother hand from the Functional
Decomposition Diagram above its not clear how
thesystem tracks that the questions in the system are
indeed updated. Therefore thereis need to develop a
model that will trackand check the ageingness and
newness of thequestions so as to better the learning.

After each question isanswered, the question
management systemthen updates the students progress
through aknowledge map, again taking in into
accountthe question characteristics.
Fig.4 below shows the Intelligent Questioning System
concept. The Intelligent Questioning System is
comprised of two basiccomponents: the knowledge
module and thequestion module [11]. The
knowledgemodule presents the user with his or her
currentlevel in the system.

2.3 Intelligent Question Bank and Examination
System
According to researchers in [5] the key aspects of the
question model include an intelligent questioning
engine, a question or answerinterface tool and a
connection to a knowledge database to monitor student
progress.
The question model is a representation ofthe question
database that is developed foreach module in a course
for a program ofstudy. Each question is characterized
bytype (true false, multiple choice, numericalanswers),
weight, as determined by the difficulty level, and a
knowledge key that definesthe scope of the question and
its coverage of the knowledge map.

Figure 4: Intelligent
(source [5])

Questioning

SystemConcept

The questioning module then identifies anappropriate
set of questions within this level. A question is then
randomly selected and presented to the user. When the
user completes exam, the questioning module provides
an assessment measure to the knowledge module. Fig.5
below shows the questioning module architecture. The
knowledge module then updates the users status in the
system.
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Figure 5: Questioning Module Architecture (source [5])
The questioning process involves: randomly selecting a
question from the set, completing the question,
gathering assessment information, and providing a
measure of the degree of understanding back to the
knowledge model for use in knowledge assessment.
Besides selecting and asking a question, the question set
also provides a mechanism to quantify degree of
understanding. This is used to assist in assessing the
students level of competence in each topic.
Conclusion
The researchers noted that a questiondatabase for each
module in a course for a program of study was
developed however there is no specification of how
often the database is updated, thus indicating that
similar questions will be recycled and examined many
times. This limits the learners that use this system from
acquiring more knowledge given that same questions
are asked over and over again. Therefore this calls for
the need to track and check the ageingness and newness
of the questions so as to better the learning.

2.4 Multiple choice question Database
The multiple choice question type stores both the order
of the choices and the selected choices in the answer
field of the quiz states table. Storing the order is
optional (mainly to provide backward compatibility
with previous versions of this question type). The order
is stored as a comma separated list of answer IDs
(primary keys from the quiz answers table). It is
separated with a colon (’ :’) from the selected responses,
which are also stored as a comma separated list of
answer IDs. For example 1, 3, 2, 4:2, 4 means that the
answers were shown in the order 1, 3, 2 and then 4 and
the answers 2 and 4 were checked. Note that the list of
selected responses is usually shorter (and often contains
only one id) than the list that provides the order [9].
An important consideration in constructing multiple
choice items is to make them measure learning rather
than test-taking skills of test wise students [8]
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Figure 6: Quiz database structure (source [9])

Quiz settings and runtime overview is helpful to
distinguish between quiz settings, whichwhere
information about how the teacher has set up the quiz is
stored, and ’runtime’is whereinformation about people’s
attempts at the quiz is stored.

(v) Time spent in the database by a given question with
or without change is monitored: When time spent in the
database is not monitored, it means that the date and
time when the question was put in the database is not
known.From table 1 below 100% of the explored tools
do not monitor the time questions spend in the database
with or without change.

3 Analysis and Results
Institutions that offer e-learning studies are mostly
embracing objective and multiple choice based
questions as a quick and efficient way of assessing
learners. Among the e-learning tools looked at in this
paper there are several gaps identified in relation to
capturing the ageingness and newness of the objective
and multiple choice questions used in assessing learners.

(vi) Marks of the same question can changewhen
resetting it: When marks of the question change, it gives
the learner an opportunity to explain more or less
depending on the marks given. From table 1 below
100% of the explored toolsthe marks of the same
questions do notchange in the different sets of
examinations where the same question is set.

3.1 Identified Parameters
We find these parameters crucial in determining the
Ageingness and Newness of theobjective and multiple
choice questions in e-learning tools databases.

(vii) The same question is not reset in different sets of
examinations: When same question is not monitored in
terms of it being reset in different exam sets, it means
that learners will give same answers as in the previous
set of exam as a result cramming is highly encouraged.
From table 1 below 100% of the explored tools indicate
that same question can be reset in different sets of
examinations and given to the learners.

Parameters identified include:
(i) Change of words in the question is monitored: When
words in the question are changed the approach to the
question changes. According to table 1 below 100% of
the explored tools do not change the words in the
questions unless the curriculum has changed but we
know that curricula changes after a long time.

(viii) Questions change with new curriculum: Usually
when the curriculum changes the questions are also
changed. According table 1 below 100% of the explored
tools show that questions only change with change in
the curriculum. This is only good for tools whose
curricula changes in a short time.

(ii) The whole question is replaced beforethe curriculum
changes: From table 1 below 100% of the explored tools
do not replace the whole question before the curriculum
changes.

(ix) The rate of setting the same questionis monitored:
When the rate of setting the same question is monitored,
this helps to know how often the question has been set.
From table 1 below 100% of the explored tools show
that the rate of setting the same question is not
monitored. The same questions can easily be over set
than others.

(iii) No changes to the question at al:Whenno changes
are made to the question that means the question is not
updated. According to table 1 below 100% of the
explored tools do not make any changes to the question
at all, unless the curriculum changes.
(iv) New questions just added to the database before
curriculum change: When new questions are just added
to the database it means that different questions may be
added. According to table 1 below 100% of the explored
tools do not add new questions to the database before
the curriculum changes.
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E-learning
tools looked
at

Parameters
Change
of words
in the
question
is
monitored

Web-based
”QuestionsBank”
System to
Improve ELearning
Education in
Qatari
School

The
whole
question
is
replaced
before
the
curricul
um
changes

No
changes
to the
question
at all

New
question
s just
added to
the
database
before
curriculu
m
changes

Marks
of
the
same
question
can
change
when
resettin
g
it

The
same
question
is
not reset
in
differen
t
sets of
examina
tions

Questio
ns
change
with
new
curricul
um

The rate
of setting
the same
question
for
different
sets
of
examinati
ons is
monitored

NO

Time
spent
in the
database
by
a
given
question
with or
without
change is
monitore
d
NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

YES

NO

E-Learning
System
Using
Service
Oriented
Architecture
(SOA)

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

Intelligent
Question
Bank
and
Examination
System

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

CICICO

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

Moodle

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

Microsoft
certification
ATutor

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

Pearson
OpenClass

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

TOEFL
(edx)
Claroline

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO
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(MUST)

Table 1: Identified Parameters and their application to in different e-learning tools

5.

Ang Tan Fong, Hu HengSiew, Por LipYee, and
LIEW CHEE Sun. Intelligent question bank
and examinationsystem. In Proceedings of the
5thWSEAS International Conference on
EACTIVITIES, pages 20–22. Citeseer,2006.
6. Chong Guan, Ding Ding, andKong Weng Ho.
E-learning in higher education for adult
learners in singapore.International Journal of
Informationand
Education
Technology,
5(5):348,2015.
7. Carol
Kasworm.
The
influence
of
theknowledge society: Trends in adulthigher
education. The Journal of Continuing Higher
Education, 59(2):104–107, 2011.
8. learningsciences.utexas.edu. Multiple Choice
Questions.https://learningsciences.utexas.edu/t
eaching/assesslearning/questiontypes/multiple-choice,2016. Accessed 13January-2016.
9. Moodle. Multiple Choice questiontype.
https://docs.moodle.org/dev/Multiple_Choice_
question_type#Database, 2011. Accessed 24February-2016.
10. Shubhadeep Shreya and Diptarka. Design of e
learning
system
using
serviceoriented
architecture (soa). Technical report, Heritage
Institute of TechnologyKolkata University,
Computer Scienceand Engineering, 2011.
11. Stephen A Zahorian, Vishnu K Lakdawala,
Oscar R Gonz´alez, Scott Starsman, and James
F Leathrum Jr. Question model for intelligent
questioning
systems
in
engineering
education.In
Frontiers
in
Education
Conference,2001. 31st Annual, volume 1,
pages T2B–7. IEEE, 2001.

4 Conclusion and Future work
In conclusion therefore, this paper presentsthe gaps in
checking objective and multiplechoice based questions’
agiengness and newness. Given the findings as shown in
table 1, it was identified that less has been doneon
monitoring the ageingness and newness ofmultiple
choice and objective questions in e-learning tools
databases. This therefore has inspired us to propose our
next research activity which will be,design and
development of a model that will monitor Ageingness
and Newness of Objectives and Multiple Choice
questions in E-Learning tools databases by considering
the identified parameters. After achieving this, elearning tools that depend on objective and multiple
choice questions for examination purposes will be
greatly improved.
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